
A Bunch 1751 

Chapter 1751: exactly the same! 

 

Feng Dou was no stranger to illusions. During that period of time in the Jade Star Field, a woman known 

as an illusion teacher had taught them all… 

At that time, this teacher’s reason for teaching them was very reasonable. He said that the universe 

often had dangers with illusions. An excellent wanderer had to have at least the ability to recognize 

illusions. 

At that time, Feng Doudou remembered that everyone, including Wang 

Goudan, had been tortured until they almost had their scalps ripped off. 

Because at that time, everything looked like an illusion. Whether it was the food they ate, the place they 

slept, or even the people, they could all be illusions. If you weren’t careful, you would eat a stone or 

sleep in a cesspit… 

 

In the illusion class, rainy girl had the best performance. She was a big shot, and on the third day of the 

illusion class, she was declared qualified. It was a stark contrast to them, who had been tortured for half 

a month. 

Feng Doudou didn’t perform very well during the whole process. His final result was only below average. 

He was barely able to step on Wang Goudan, Pu Yunchuan, and emperor liver, these three scumbags… 

He was still a big distance away from that rookie, Lei Xue. 

But even so, Feng Doudou felt that the so-called illusion in front of him was too weak… 

Putting aside the quality, didn’t this guy even talk about basic techniques? 

Such a huge sword. When you waved it, even if you used one hand, even if you used it to stab directly, it 

should at least make the changes to the bones and muscles more realistic, right? It was obviously the 

posture of holding a short sword. who was he trying to fool? 

Feng Doudou didn’t even turn his head back. He used the wind force to determine the point of the 

opponent’s strength and the approximate length and style of the real weapon. Only then did he receive 

the first blow without any pressure. 

It was the same at this moment. It looked like dozens of shadows were hard to distinguish between real 

and fake, but in fact, they were extremely LOW. There were dozens of shadows in different positions 

with different wind directions. It was fine if the wind force and the turbulence of the surrounding 

elements weren’t done properly, you are running in different directions, but the angle of the wind 

blowing your hair is the same. Can you pay more attention? 

Feng Doudou did not hesitate to slash at the real body with his sword! 



The new weapon’s ability to cut through the air was better than Feng Doudou had imagined. The energy 

circulation was also extremely smooth. The Sword Qi formed was as fast as light and shadow. In an 

instant, it was about to cut Ian in half! 

However, just as the sword Qi was about to tear Ian apart, Ian’s surroundings shattered like glass and 

instantly disappeared from the spot! 

Feng Doudou directly turned his head and looked at the woman who hadn’t made a move… 

At this time, the woman looked at Feng Doudou with an incomparably grave expression. The one in her 

hand was the still-shaken Ian! 

“You ‘re very strong! “The woman sincerely praised him and stared at him. 

“Can you tell me your name?” 

“Feng Doudou…”Feng Doudou wasn’t stingy with his name as he looked at the man curiously. 

At this moment, the space around them started to fall off like old walls. It was obvious that they were 

removing the illusion on their bodies. Feng Doudou was still a little curious about their real identities 

and appearances. 

However, the next second, the space fell off and the man’s real appearance was revealed. Feng Doudou 

was stunned for a moment… . 

The siblings revealed their true appearances. They were both extremely handsome and short. Among 

the people in Ball D, they were considered children, and their faces looked like children… … 

Feng Doudou wasn’t surprised by their figures. When they had fought earlier, from the angle of Ian’s 

strength and movement, she had already determined Ian’s body size. He was probably at the dwarf 

level… . 

What surprised her was their appearance! 

The siblings were obviously twins, but their similar faces reminded her of an acquaintance… 

To be honest, apart from the differences in details, they were practically carved by Mo Zi… … 

“How… “Feng Doudou muttered. 

MO narrowed his eyes when he saw Feng Doudou’s expression. “What expression is that?” 

The other party was able to instantly determine the angle of Ian’s attack. It was obvious that he had 

already seen through Ian’s original body size. However, why was he so surprised when he saw them 

reveal their true bodies? 

However, before he had time to think, he saw the other party suddenly pounce over! 

That Aura was like a wild beast that was determined to win. It made the two siblings ‘hearts tremble, 

and in an instant, their aura was crushed to the side! 



Although he didn’t know why the other party would suddenly make a move, Yu MO quickly made a 

judgment. Even if the siblings joined forces, they had no chance of winning against this fellow. They 

needed the main force of the team to come! 

Retreat! ! 

Without any hesitation, Yu MO activated a certain device, and his body instantly became blurry. Feng 

Doudou’s pupils constricted when he saw this, and his speed instantly doubled. It was almost as if he 

had skipped time, and he instantly pounced in front of the two of them, he directly slashed at their 

hands and feet! 

However, the sharp sword didn’t have any effect this time. The blurry shadow disappeared under the 

sword. It was obvious that the two people had used some kind of method to escape this place! 

“Cut… “Feng Doudou cut, and he opened his spiritual power to carefully sense his surroundings! 

However, it was clear that she couldn’t find the aura of the siblings within dozens of miles… … 

“Doudou?” 

From behind, Reina nervously looked at Feng Doudou, who had a serious expression on his face, and 

cautiously said, “Did they run away?” 

“Senior, don’t move! “Feng Doudou suddenly looked behind Reina with a sharp gaze. He raised the Frost 

Crystal Longsword that he had just obtained, and looked as if he was about to chop down. “Get Out! !” 

“Don’t move, don’t move! ! !” 

Suddenly, ten meters behind Reina, space shook and a disheveled figure appeared. He fell to the ground 

and waved his hands frantically. “It’s me! ! ” 

“Captain? ? 

This time, it wasn’t just Reina. Even Feng Doudou was stunned. 

She had actually sensed that someone was there a long time ago. She was a little confused as to why the 

two people had escaped. Why didn’t this person move? Was he one of them after all this time? 

“Captain, why are you here?”Reina quickly went up to a thousand people and helped him up. 

At this moment, Baars was no longer in his awe-inspiring state from before. His entire face was covered 

in dust, and his entire body was covered in injuries of all sizes. He looked extremely pathetic… … 

In the face of Reina’s question, Captain Baars gritted his teeth and did not know what to say for a 

moment. 

Just now, when he was leading the team and was about to say that they were going to the center of the 

city together, the two assistants in the team suddenly attacked and killed all of the assistants who had 

not reacted in an instant! 



He and Binz barely dodged the first wave of attacks, but there was no chance for them to counterattack. 

Binz, who was extremely skilled, had his head cut off by that fake Ian in just a few moves. How could he 

dare to continue fighting? He directly used the instant ice was killed to escape in a panic. 

After escaping to this place, he used the life-saving equipment that his family had given him: a 

camouflage cloak that could blend into space. This allowed him to barely keep his dog life… 

“Where are the others?”Feng Doudou asked impatiently. 

Barr was stunned. He swallowed a mouthful of saliva and quickly recounted what he had experienced 

before… … 

He had seen it clearly just now. Ian, who had killed their team and forced them to abandon their 

teammates, was defeated by this girl in three moves, and his weapon was stolen… . 

He didn’t know that this newcomer was so powerful! 

“Are they all dead?”Reina murmured, apparently unable to accept it… … 

Feng Doudou frowned. “You said that three assistants and senior ice were involved in the accident. 

Where are the other two? where is senior Mia, the Arcanist in the team?” 

She was more concerned about this issue because Reina had just said that she needed a professional 

arcanist to open the teleportation circle. 

Barr quickly told her about how Yunji had stolen the team members. 

Reina was stunned again. She looked at the other party in confusion. Today, Barth was really useless. 

Even his team members were snatched away? 

“The two people from Dawn Academy snatched senior Mia and the others? “Feng Doudou’s eyes lit up! 

It was good news. At least Yunji and Feng Doudou were safe for the time being. 

“They went to the center of the city?” 

“Yes… ” 

“Then let’s hurry and set off… “Feng Doudou said quickly. 

She felt that she had to quickly meet up with the other D-sphere compatriots. There was an important 

piece of information that she had to share with everyone. 

Perhaps, after they left, she would have to report this information to the Laird as soon as possible… . 

That pair of siblings just now and senior an ya… …. ! They look exactly alike! Oh! 

Chapter 1752: Don’t underestimate the Living World! 

 

“Oh, what a sorry state…” 



In a dark basement in the western district, a beam of light flashed, and the pair of twins that had fought 

Feng Doudou and the others fell to the ground. 

In the dark surroundings, more than ten pairs of cat-eye-stone-like green eyes opened, staring at the 

siblings. 

“TSK TSK…”the frivolous voice sounded again. “I asked you if you wanted help, but you said you didn’t. 

In the end, your real body was beaten out. How embarrassing… ” 

“You…”among the siblings, the younger brother, Ian, obviously couldn’t keep his cool and looked like he 

was going to make a move. 

 

However, he was pressed on the spot by the sister next to him, and Ian couldn’t move with one hand. It 

could be seen that the sister’s combat strength was far above his younger brother’s! 

“Am I Wrong? “The one who spoke was an extremely skinny guy. His scarlet hair and dark green eyes 

made people feel like hungry ghosts… … 

“1 knew that your actual combat strength was very weak, but I didn’t expect you to be so weak. Doro’s 

trash team, which was almost wiped out by one person, could actually force you into such a State?” 

“That’s because Doro didn’t meet the real trump card of their team! “Ian sneered. “To put it bluntly, 

you’re afraid that you won’t be able to win against that Woman! 

“Oh?”The evil spirit was immediately interested. “What woman? Don’t find excuses for your own 

incompetence… 

“Can’t you just go and see for yourself? “Ian sneered. “If you can win, I’ll 

Kowtow to You When You Come Back!” 

“Aiya… Pm interested in that…” 

“Alright! “The sister who had been silent all this time said, “Don’t set up a trap for your teammate’s 

younger brother. If he’s going to be killed by someone, it won’t be easy to explain when the captain 

comes back.” 

These words made the spectating undead become even more interested. 

Anyone with discerning eyes could see that the sister’s words seemed to be trying to mediate the fight, 

but in fact, she was just adding fuel to the fire. However, it seemed that she had indeed met an expert. 

Yu MO’s strength was not considered weak in the team… … 

“There’s no need to provoke me… “the evil spirit sneered. “I’m also bored out of my mind. I’ll go take a 

look and see what kind of person can make you two good-for-nothings think that I won’t be able to 

return… ” 

As he spoke, the evil spirit directly turned into a green light and disappeared on the spot… 



“You ‘re really going just like that? “Among the undead, a female voice faintly said, “The captain ordered 

us to wait for orders on the spot…” 

“This guy, when has he ever followed the rules?”An extremely tall and sturdy undead chuckled and said, 

“But little Yu MO, is the woman you’re talking about really as powerful as you say?” 

Yu MO coldly raised his head. “I think we should follow him and take a look, or else… he might really 

return! ” 

“Really? “The tall and sturdy undead rubbed his chin, looking very interested. 

“Yu MO, are you sure?”ln the team, a bald man holding a huge runic book closed the book, he also 

looked over. “There’s such an expert in the Bronze Academy?” ? He had already passed Doro’s test. The 

so-called trump card in their team, Barth, couldn’t even reach the entry level of our team. Even if a dark 

horse appeared, it wouldn’t be so strong, right?” 

Faced with this Baldy, Yu MO’s attitude was obviously much better. His tone was slightly gentler, 

however, there was a hint of seriousness in his voice. 

“The gap is huge. Although I didn’t make a move, I can tell from the feeling that that woman, in terms of 

skill, is probably at the Captain Level! ” 

Hiss… 

These words made all the undead in the basement look over! 

“Little Yu MO, you’re not joking, right? “The undead woman narrowed her eyes and said, “Captain level. 

Do you know what Captain level represents?” 

Every captain was the personal disciple of the ten kings, and the candidate to inherit the position of the 

next ten kings was an ancient genius that the supreme king had copied using a special method! 

“1 also feel that Little Yu MO is exaggerating… “the burly undead said while stroking his chin. 

“Isn’t it exaggerating… won’t you know after you go and See?”Yu MO said coldly. 

When the undead heard this, they immediately looked at each other. Although they didn’t know why Yu 

MO had such a high evaluation of that creature, those who understood Yu MO knew that, unlike her 

little brother, she was an extremely strict person. Since she said that… That creature must have some 

ability… . 

“Let’s Go… in case we really overturn… “the Baldy paused for a moment and placed the runic book in his 

hand into the huge book bag on his back. 

The spectres immediately moved when they heard that. The Baldy was the vice-captain of their team of 

five kings. Since it had spoken, everyone still had to move. Moreover, they were very interested in the 

captain-level girl that Yu MO mentioned! 

“Wait a moment… “suddenly, the Baldy seemed to have sensed something. With a slight wave of his 

hand, a surge of powerful spiritual power instantly transformed into a gentle wall, obstructing all the 

undead that were about to move! 



If any of the federation’s disciples were to see this sudden display of spiritual power, they would 

definitely be shocked. This spiritual power was practically at the level of a dragon… . 

“What do you mean? “The tall and sturdy undead that was stopped suddenly felt a little depressed. 

Didn’t he say that he was going to watch a show? He was in the mood. 

However, in the next second, he no longer had such doubts. Three green lights flashed past, and three 

figures steadily appeared in the middle of the basement… . 

The leader had white hair and wore a suit of fluorescent leather armor. Everyone’s eyes lit up when they 

saw him. “Captain? ?” 

The one who had come was the captain of the Five Kings team: Foyego! 

Behind him was a pale-looking woman. She was the team’s spiritualist, and the other one was the skinny 

undead who had run out just now! 

“Yo? You’re back so soon?”Yu MO looked at the other party expressionlessly, but his tone was obviously 

filled with mockery. 

“You… “The Skinny Undead’s eyes turned cold, but before he could do anything, he felt a huge chill 

surge into his heart, and he instantly became obedient! 

“Suddenly… “Foyego looked at the other party. His face was still gentle, but his aura was cold. 

“Give me some face, it’s hard for me to do this to you…” 

“I… Didn’t do it on purpose, boss… “the skinny undead sat on the ground sullenly, obviously not daring 

to vent his anger. 

Foyego looked at the other undead and said faintly, “The woman that Yu MO mentioned, don’t get close 

to her. No one is allowed to attack without my instructions…” 

“Uh… “everyone was stunned. Then, the bald undead asked curiously, “Captain, is there anything that 

woman should be afraid of?” 

“Strength… “the pale woman next to him immediately continued, “Doro has returned. It was that 

woman who did it! ” 

“This… ” 

Only then did all the undead become serious. Doro was an old member of the team, and everyone knew 

that he had the ability to save his own life. He was the team’s top main force. It was not difficult to 

defeat Doro, but to destroy him… … It was almost impossible… … 

“What’s there to be afraid of in defeating Doro?”The skinny undead sitting on the ground could not help 

but say, “The team is much stronger than Doro. Could it be that the woman really has the strength of a 

Captain?” 

Upon hearing that, Foyego looked at the other party helplessly. “Still evaluating, but… it’s not 

impossible…” 



“Captain, it can’t be that bad, right? “The skinny undead had a look of disbelief on his face. 

“Don’t underestimate the living world too much… “Foyego narrowed his eyes and said, “That’s an 

existence of the same size as us. Among that group of living beings this time, there is an existence with 

the strength of a Captain! ” “Ah? “The undead were instantly shocked! 

The captain directly said that there was, but he was still talking about the evaluation just now, which 

meant that there were other people who had received this evaluation! 

“Captain… “the bald undead was the first to react. “Did the teams in charge of the other districts send 

bad news?” 

Hearing that, Foyego slowly took a breath and closed his eyes. The pale undead next to him directly 

opened up a huge influence screen, which showed the information of the other three districts. 

Everyone looked at the battle reports from the other three zones, and their expressions became 

extremely interesting… .. 

Almost all of the zones had encountered obstacles, and the most serious one… … was the East City Zone. 

The first piece of information on the screen was clearly marked in red: the person in charge of the East 

City Zone, captain of the ninth King’s team: Nikolai…. ! Ice Eye had returned after dying in battle! 

Chapter 1753: Li Goudan’s crisis! 

 

How was this possible? 

The stiff faces of the undead were filled with disbelief. Foyego looked at the expressions of his 

teammates and sighed in his heart. To be honest, when he first received the news, he didn’t dare to 

believe it either… … 

Before he came, his lord had told him not to underestimate the living world. He had always taken his 

lord’s words to heart, but he had never expected it to reach such a stage! 

It must be known that the hemlock forest trials organized by the major universities did not have a single 

royal disciple participating in it! 

For them, this mission was not only to collect the divine fire fragments, but also to test the strength of 

the tenth Prince’s disciples. To be honest, he was not underestimating the prodigies of these 

universities, however, their environment was on a completely different level from the top students born 

from the cruel experiences in the death realm, whether it was in terms of bloodline or experience. 

 

He never thought that there would be any accidents during this mission… … 

He never thought that a captain-level character would die here… … 

“Captain…” 

The entire basement was silent for a long time before the bald undead asked carefully, “Was it set up?” 



Everyone immediately looked over. 

If it was set up, although it was unlikely, at least… … If they were to say that they had been set up by a 

group of people, they could still barely believe it… … 

Foyego slowly shook his head. The pale-faced woman beside him continued, “According to the 

intelligence report, it was a duel between fallen and one-on-one. The one who defeated Captain Nikolai 

was a windwalker… ” 

“This… ” 

The spectres were momentarily at a loss for words… 

Defeated in a one-on-one duel? Or did you lose to the lowest-ranking agent in the intelligence 

community, the man from the Institute of Fashion? 

What’s Going On? 

What the hell… happened? 

The undead in the Five Kings team can’t figure it out, and the undead in the main team can’t figure it 

out! 

If not see with their own eyes, they will not believe that the sky, their captain will fall in the hands of a 

new school of fashion! ! 

But everything before their eyes… was the truth! ! 

At this moment, the iron forest was in a complete mess. Li Goudan’s entire body was a bloody mess, and 

it was extremely difficult for him to even take a single step forward. There were even a few terrifying 

wounds on his body that reached his bones. Even those who didn’t know anything about surgery would 

know that this Zephyr was currently… Seriously injured… … 

But even so, no one dared to approach him! 

This was because this serious injury of the other party’s was in exchange for the death of the personal 

disciple of the tenth Prince! 

“Jiayi…” 

Not too far away, a windwalker who was sitting on the ground in a daze for an unknown period of time 

suddenly came back to his senses. He carefully looked at the other party as he asked, his eyes filled with 

apprehension! 

It was the team leader of the current cohort of the Windwalker Academy: Dutton! 

God knows what he had just seen. If one were to say that he was shocked, no one would be more 

shocked than seeing the battle right before his eyes! 

The battle between those two fellows was completely on a completely different level from the 

Academy! 



That’s right, the academy did not have any intention of targeting any particular high school. Instead, it 

was all the other academies. The intensity of the battle right before his eyes was probably something 

that only the duels between the crown prince would have in the past? 

No… … Even if it was a duel between the crown prince… 

“How are you doing? “Darton asked carefully, afraid that he would disturb this beast that had yet to 

regain its calm! 

From a distance of thirty feet, he could still clearly feel the killing intent that had yet to calm down. If he 

were to be slightly alarmed, a person like him would be torn to shreds like thin paper! 

However, he had to ask because Jiayi’s condition didn’t seem right. Moreover, he felt that there was 

some other danger in the surroundings. He had to leave this place as soon as possible… . 

Li Goudan slowly raised his head. The killing intent in his eyes that had yet to completely dissipate made 

Darton’s heart almost jump out of his chest. Goudan looked at the figure sitting under an iron tree 

across from him. 

That unfamiliar white-haired figure was now riddled with holes. The runic structure on his body had all 

been violently shattered, and there was not the slightest bit of spiritual fluctuation. 

However, Goudan was still very uneasy as he observed the other party once again, as if that fellow 

would jump up at any moment! 

“Cough!” 

With a light cough, he spat out a mouthful of black blood, but his eyes were still fixed on the other party. 

He was like an injured wild beast, giving off an even more dangerous feeling! 

“Jiayi?”Dalton quietly took a step back. 

“Captain… come here, hold me… “Li Goudan finally spoke… . 

Dalton immediately heaved a sigh of relief when he heard this. To be able to say this meant that the 

other party had at least regained his rationality… . 

Without any hesitation, Dalton rushed forward and carefully held the other party. 

There were so many wounds that he almost couldn’t find a good position to hold him. He had to quickly 

find a medical hand to treat this injury! 

“How’s the situation?”Dalton asked in a low voice. 

“Very good… “Li Goudan said in a low voice. 

Upon hearing that, Dalton immediately rolled his eyes. What the hell? With your current state, if he 

didn’t treat it, there would be a big problem. 

However, the battle just now was indeed thrilling. It was a pity that the team had the trump card of 

Goudan. Otherwise, if the other members of his team were to meet that fellow, they might not be able 

to hold on for even a single exchange! 



Speaking of which, what was the situation with the bronze academy that was in charge of this trial? 

There were even undead appearing, yet there was still no reaction? 

“This is the first time I’ve fought such a thrilling battle… “Li Goudan said with a weak smile. 

Dutton looked at the other party with a complicated expression. If this fellow had said this before, he 

would definitely have been ridiculed for not knowing the immensity of Heaven and earth. However, 

now, it was likely that even if those great lords were to come, no one would mock the other party. 

With the strength that Li Goudan had displayed just now, she was not worthy of being Li Goudan’s 

opponent. With her skills, Dutton would believe her if she said that she had never lost to Li Goudan 

before. 

“Go over there and sit down. Let me give you an emergency treatment first, okay?”Dutton whispered. 

“No…”Li Goudan shook his head. “You can’t sit down. There’s someone here… ” 

“There’s someone here?”Dutton was taken aback. He looked around, but it was completely empty. He 

couldn’t find anything… … 

“They should be working together with that fellow. Their auras are very similar… “Li Goudan said in a 

low voice. It was about 500 Zhang Southeast… . 

Dutton was taken aback. He hurriedly looked over, and Goosebumps immediately appeared all over his 

body! 

In the dense hemlock forest, a group of people had unknowingly stood at the southeast location that the 

other party had mentioned… . 

Their faces were pale, and their eyes were dark green with a chilling light. It was obvious that these 

people were undead just like the white-haired youth! 

There was actually a group of such people? 

“Jiayi…”Dutton’s voice trembled slightly… … 

“Don’t be afraid of captain… “Li Goudan’s voice was weak. “They don’t dare to come over. Help me walk 

slowly in that direction… “Li Goudan pointed to the southwest. “That direction, go find Goudan…” 

“Goudan?”Dalton was stunned. What the hell was that? 

“Hurry up and go… “Li Goudan obviously didn’t want to say anything more. It was as if saying anything 

more at this moment would consume a lot of energy. 

Seeing this, Dutton didn’t dare to waste any more time. He directly carried Li Goudan on his back and 

quickly ran in the direction she pointed at! 

After the two of them had left for thousands of meters, the group of undead slowly walked in front of 

the white-haired youth… 

“Captain… We actually lost? “The leader was an undead with an elf face. There was a hint of realization 

in his dark green eyes, and he was clearly in disbelief. 



The group of undead behind him was the same… 

After a long while, someone behind them whispered, “What should we do now? 

The Elf came back to his senses, closed his eyes, and took a deep breath. “Immediately send the 

information to foyego. Leave one person to guard captain’s body. The rest, follow me! !” 

As he said that, the ELF opened his eyes once again, and they were extremely cold.. “That windwalker 

can’t let her Live! ! !” 

Chapter 1754: Desperation… 

 

In the dense iron forest, Dutton was running quickly with Li Goudan on his back. His movements were 

light and he looked like a windwalker, but his heart was extremely heavy… . 

The heating system and lighting system in the underground city made the entire outer area of the 

underground city as warm and comfortable as the day. However, Dutton couldn’t feel it at all. The chill 

behind his back seemed to have cut off the temperature of this world… 

That group of undead… had been following them all along! 

Their speed was neither fast nor slow. If he was fast, they would be fast. If he was slow, they would be 

slow. Dutton realized in despair that it was impossible for him to shake off those guys. 

Moreover, it was impossible for them to resist. The reason why they did not attack was because the 

monster on his back had not completely lost consciousness. They were slowly waiting, waiting for the 

injured wild beast to completely lose the will to fight… . 

 

“Feng… are you still not going to make a move?” 

Among the group of undead, a slender female undead asked the elf leading them. 

“Wait a little longer… “the elf narrowed her eyes slightly and carefully observed the seriously injured 

windwalker. 

The other party’s breathing was very weak, and the blood flow in his body had also slowed down. 

Although his injuries had stopped, he could not maintain his warm-up state at all times. If he made a 

move in a hurry, he would not be able to reach his peak state in the first place. 

Being on battle alert should not be like this. There was probably nothing the other party could do. After 

all, with his injuries, if he were to maintain his warm-up state, he probably would not be able to hold on 

for long… … 

“They’ve stopped! ” 

In front of them, an undead standing side by side with the Elf suddenly said. 

The elf hurriedly made a hand gesture, telling everyone to stop… 



The Undead, who were moving at high speed, instantly stopped. Their bodies were so light that there 

wasn’t even a hint of wind. Darton, who was constantly paying attention to this side, felt his heart sink 

once again! 

With this light-weight movement technique, one could basically tell that these undead were all experts! 

“Jiayi, we’re at the place you said… “Darton carefully observed the group of people behind him and then 

looked around carefully. 

Li Goudan looked around with great effort and narrowed his eyes. “Look for traces. Where did they go?” 

Dutton hurriedly nodded and used his ranger professional eyes to look around. 

It was traces of a group of people! 

Dutton was delighted. So Li Jiayi was referring to Tyrifson’s people! 

If they could meet up with them, perhaps… 

But… would it work? 

Dutton recalled the scene where the white-haired undead fought with Li Jiayi just now. If there was 

another expert like that, the people of Tirifsen would probably have a hard time… … 

But no matter what, it was still a way to survive… 

“Feng… “the female undead narrowed her eyes, different from the people around her, her green pupils 

were square-shaped and looked extremely strange. Moreover, her vision was clearly better than the 

other undead. Even from such a distance, she could clearly see the traces that Dutton had found! “The 

two of them want to meet up with Tyrifson’s people!” 

The elf frowned when she heard that. According to the intelligence provided by Micah, the spy in the 

Five Kings team, there was no one in Tyrifson Academy that was worth their attention. The ACE demi-

star’s strength was average, and she only had the talent to move through the shadows.., there were 

hundreds of ways to deal with this thing in the team, and it was not a big threat. 

However, sometimes, information could be wrong. For example, in the previous report, it was said that 

the strength of the Gale Academy was the weakest on paper. However, who would have thought that 

their captain would actually be in the hands of a Gale Walker? 

No matter what, it was best not to let these two fellows meet up with Tyrifson… … 

“Ling, go and test it out. Be careful! “The Elf finally made a decision. 

“Alright! “The one who replied was the square-eyed undead woman from before. After receiving the 

order, she instantly transformed into a ghostly black shadow and rapidly approached Darton’s position! 

The speed and the angle of the attack were so sharp that Darton’s scalp went numb! 

He felt that his eyesight could not keep up with the speed of the Black Shadow at all. He could only see 

the afterimages that filled the sky. However, through those afterimages, Darton could tell that the 

opponent had an extremely brilliant movement technique.., it was definitely not purely speed! 



This was clearly not an opponent that he could deal with! 

Finally… he could not help but want to make a move? 

Dalton was so nervous that he was sweating profusely. On the other hand, Li Goudan was looking at his 

surroundings coldly. His entire body was not moving at all, not even the speed of his blood flow had 

increased. However, this caused the heart of the undead woman who was moving quickly to jump! 

This fellow… 

The woman called Spirit realized that no matter how she tried to move, she could not avoid the gaze of 

the other party. That pair of emerald-colored eyeballs could envelop her at any moment, making her 

feel as if she had no way to attack! 

Although the other party looked extremely weak, that terrifying intimidation did not diminish at all. She 

could clearly feel that if she were to get close to him, she would probably be torn into pieces in an 

instant! 

“Continue walking…”Li Goudan said in a low voice, “Ignore her! ! ” 

“Uh… “hearing that, Darton’s scalp went numb again. Looking at the afterimages that filled the sky, he 

swallowed his saliva. “Are you sure?” 

“Let’s go… “Li Goudan’s voice was so weak that it was as weak as a mosquito, this made Darton feel 

even more guilty, but in the end, he did not retreat. Instead, he closed his eyes and charged forward 

according to what Li Goudan said, ignoring Li Goudan! 

“Tsk… ” 

The girl called Ling gritted her teeth when she saw this. She paused for a few seconds, and a hint of 

determination flashed in her eyes as she pounced on Dutton! 

No matter what characteristics she had, this female windwalker was already at the end of her tether. 

Since the captain had asked her to test him out, there was no way she could just turn around a few 

times and report back, right? 

Even if the captain did not blame her, the other team members would probably laugh their heads off… . 

With her full speed, she caught up to Dutton in less than 0.1 seconds. With a flip of her hand, a frost 

crystal dagger appeared in her hand, turning into a ray of light that pierced towards doggie… … 

Suddenly, the extremely exhausted doggie opened his eyes, and his killing intent soared into the sky. In 

an instant, Dutton, who was carrying doggie on his back, froze on the spot. 

This terrifying killing intent made the undead girls heart skip a beat. She suddenly pulled back her hand, 

wanting to escape, but it was obvious..! … It was too late! 

The originally weak and weak Li Doggie’s muscles instantly swelled. He directly reached out and grabbed 

the spirit that was moving at a high speed. The speed of his attack was completely out of the girl’s 

expectations, even after she was grabbed, she still had a hint of a dazed expression on her face. It was 

obvious that she had not reacted at all! 



Kacha! ! 

After a crisp sound, the blank expression on the girl’s face froze forever. Her slender neck was directly 

crushed into pieces by Li Goudan! 

A powerful wind force instantly entered the girl’s body with Goudan’s palm, instantly crushing her head 

and body into pieces! ! 

In the instant that no one could react, the extremely skilled undead girl turned into dust along with the 

wind and scattered away! ! 

Hiss! ! ! 

All the undead instantly stopped and stared at the scene with their eyes wide open, not daring to move 

any further! 

“Go! “Li Goudan quickly shouted weakly at the still dazed Dutton. 

Dutton suddenly came back to his senses, but he didn’t use the opportunity to escape as Li Goudan had 

expected. Instead, his body went limp and he fell to the ground! 

It was obvious that Li Goudan’s killing intent was too strong, and Dutton couldn’t adapt to it at all… … 

Oh No… 

Li Goudan’s heart jumped, but he couldn’t do anything about it. Because that attack just now had almost 

exhausted his last bit of strength. He could only watch as Dutton fell to the ground… …. 

Chapter 1755: Retreat! 

 

Weapon… … He really didn’t have any strength left… . 

Doggie watched helplessly as Dutton collapsed to the ground. A sense of powerlessness that he had 

never felt before welled up in his heart… … 

He had never felt so powerless since he had joined this game. In the end, he had squeezed out all his 

strength and seized the opportunity to kill one of them. He had thought that by relying on this, he would 

be able to scare off those guys behind him and still have a tiny chance… … 

But he didn’t expect his teammates to be so screwed… 

At this moment, Darden, who had fallen to the ground, felt a chill in his heart! 

 

Of course, he knew what the consequences would be if he fell to the ground, but he didn’t want to. 

When he came back to his senses, his entire mind was numbed by the terrifying aura just now, and so 

was Jiayi’s.., if you want to fight, then just do it. Why Are You So Fierce? 

Bang! 



As his face touched the ground, the instant the cold sensation of metal hit him, the terrifying killing 

intent from the group of undead behind him also hit him. Dutton closed his eyes weakly, knowing that 

he was probably done for… 

The moment he closed his eyes, Dutton still turned around, wanting to give an apologetic smile. 

Obviously, he also knew that he had screwed his teammates by dropping the ball at the crucial moment. 

What he clearly wanted to do was just run with someone on his back, but he hadn’t even done that. 

He… … He was really weak… … How could he… … Be So weak? But the moment Dutton turned around, 

his expression suddenly froze again. 

He could see that Li Jiayi’s eyes were bulging, and they were round and round. 

The look in her eyes that looked like they were about to burst scared him so much that he suddenly 

quivered…… 

What did she mean? was she trying to hit him because he was too deceitful? But it was understandable. 

In such a situation, he would probably want to hit someone too… 

But he suddenly felt that something was wrong. The other party… Although the direction of her stare 

was towards him, it didn’t feel like she was staring at him. Moreover, she seemed to be shouting 

something. … 

What was she shouting? 

Dutton was suddenly a little curious. He carefully identified the shape of her lips and seemed to finally 

recognize it… 

Move… Move … ! If you don’t move, you’ll die. Move! 

Dutton was stunned… 

At this point, what was he still struggling for? Even if he could move, what did it mean for him to 

struggle to his feet? 

Was he that afraid of death? 

With such doubts in his mind, even though his head had crashed heavily into the ground, Dutton still 

looked at the other party curiously. Then, he saw that the other party was struggling and wriggling… . 

It was very difficult for him to move. It was obvious that he was struggling for his life… … 

It was really ugly… 

Other people wouldn’t be fooled by you anymore. You were obviously at the end of your rope. Were 

you quietly admitting defeat like yourself. Struggling and squirming like a grub that was about to be 

crushed to death, you finally lost all your dignity… … 

“Feng, what should we do?” 



On the other side, the group of undead that had already surrounded them looked at Li Goudan, who 

was still squirming, and looked at each other hesitantly. They did not come over to tease her as Dutton 

had thought… . Instead… they had a hint of fear? 

Feng silently looked at the squirming Li Goudan and reached out to stop all of his teammates. The team 

had suffered heavy losses, and their captain had fallen. The best assassin spirit in the team had also 

gone down the same path as Li Goudan due to his reckless probing. 

They could not afford to suffer another loss. After all… … The competition for resources within the ten 

kings was also very intense… … 

What was going on? 

Seeing this scene, Dalton’s face was filled with bafflement. Li Jiayi was clearly already so weak, why did 

that group of people still not dare to do anything? 

Was it just because Li Jiayi was still struggling? 

Was it just because she was still moving? 

Suddenly, Dalton recalled what his mentor had said to him. “Do you know why there are scavenger 

animals in the world?” At that time, he was very curious why his mentor would ask such a simple 

biological question, he subconsciously replied in a formal manner, “Because of the needs of nature. In 

the natural division of labor, scavenger animals are needed to solve the problem of rotten flesh, and 

then the remaining problem is solved by microbes. This is an unavoidable part of the animal 

environment. If there were no scavenger animals, the plague would definitely spread to a very 

exaggerated extent… “. ” “Then why did it become a Scavenger?” 

“Because nature needs it… ” 

“No… “he remembered that his mentor shook his head in disappointment. “Nature only needs 

scavenger, but nature doesn’t care who exactly takes on the role. Then who eats fresh meat and who 

eats rotten meat, how do we decide?” 

Dutton was stumped by the question… 

“Can’t You Come Back?”The teacher looked at him helplessly. “Of course, it is determined by the strong 

and the weak. The weak carnivorous creatures don’t have the ability to hunt directly. Naturally, they can 

only eat the rotten meat that is missed! ” 

Darden: ” … ” 

“You know what? Meat-eating was a natural instinct, while carrion was the result of a failed 

competition. In many biological drills, there was no rule about who was at the top of the food chain at 

the beginning. The evolution of biological evolution was all years of fighting and slowly evolving. The 

strong evolved their teeth, bones, skin, flesh, and claws, giving them the ability to hunt for food. The 

weak evolved their intestines and stomach, giving them the ability to digest carrion. Genes evolved with 

the will of generations… <per_0> . 

“Dutton… <per_0> . Just Remember… At that time, the teacher looked at him very seriously. “You have 

to maintain the consciousness of a strong person at all times. Even if you don’t have the strength of a 



strong person for the time being, you still have to have the instinct of a strong person. The difference 

between a flesh-eater and a scavenger is that even when a flesh-eater is in despair, its wild instinct will 

make it use the last bit of its strength to struggle. On the other hand, a scavenger will only dare to watch 

as long as the flesh-eater still has a bit of strength left, no matter how much they want to eat the flesh 

of the flesh-eater 

Dutton was stunned. He felt like he understood something, but at the same time, he felt like he didn’t 

understand. However, at this moment… ” . When he saw Li Jiayi struggling to get up, and the other party 

taking a step back because of the girl standing up, he felt like… He seemed to understand. ” 

“Still not giving up?” 

The leading elf-like undead looked at Li Goudan with a cold smile on his face. “Do you think you still 

have a chance?” 

“There’s… Hoo… hoo… There’s no chance… hoo… It’s not up to you… “Li Goudan panted heavily. It was 

extremely difficult for her to even speak, but when she stood up, her spine was still straight! 

At this moment, she slowly extended her right hand. This simple action made the other party retreat as 

if they were facing a great enemy! 

Goudan grinned. He extended his right hand and slowly waved at the other party. His delicate and pretty 

face was smiling somewhat malevolently. “You want to take my life? Come!” 

In an instant, killing intent once again soared into the sky. The powerful aura made Li Jiayi, who was 

originally like a candle in the wind, look like an evil ghost that was about to choose a person to eat! It 

only forced the group of undead to retreat continuously! 

This guy… 

Everyone’s faces were filled with shock, and they couldn’t understand it! 

Why… ” . At this point, this guy was still able to unleash such an aura? 

“If you guys aren’t coming… Then I’ll go over… “Li Goudan laughed sinisterly. His footsteps moved 

slightly, and in an instant, his aura covered the sky and earth. All the undead were stunned. 

This fellow… was actually planning to take the initiative to come over? 

Could she move? Could she still fight? It was so difficult to get up just now. It must be a bluff, right? It 

must be fake, right? 

Almost all the undead were crazily asking themselves at this moment. Their rationality was constantly 

telling them that the fellow in front of them was bluffing them, but every muscle cell in their bodies was 

frantically urging them to escape from this place! Run away from that terrifying fellow! 

Zhi… 

Li Goudan moved. He only took a small step, but this small step caused everyone’s scalps to go numb! 

“Retreat! ! !”The leading Elf roared without hesitation, and everyone retreated without hesitation! ! ! 



Chapter 1756: Can You Tell Me? 

 

“Hu… Hu…” 

In the dense forest of hemlock, a group of undead were running for their lives. They did not even dare to 

turn their heads back, as if there was an evil spirit chasing after them. If someone were to witness this 

scene, it would be very strange, because behind these people, there was clearly… ! … nothing! 

Can Be in which they, but feel that the killing intent did not dissipate for a long time, the tip of the knife 

away from their vital points just like a little! 

On the other side, Dutton did not know how long it took to recover the feeling of numbness in his limbs, 

slowly stood up and carefully shouted. 

Li Goudan still did not move, just stood there quietly. 

 

“Jiayi?”Dalton was stunned for a moment. After hesitating for a few seconds, he finally leaned over and 

asked, “Are You Alright?” 

This kind of concern made Li Goudan’s tensed muscles instantly relax. He immediately collapsed. Dalton 

saw this and quickly held him up. 

When his palm touched the other party, he could immediately feel that the other party’s muscles were 

twitching. Something was very wrong! 

All Rangers had basic first aid knowledge. Dalton could clearly feel that Li Jiayi was already in a state of 

shock… … 

In other words, this girl… … Just now… It was actually impossible for her to charge over… … 

However, regardless of whether it was the undead on the other side or himself behind Jiayi, both of 

them could feel that shocking battle intent in that instant. In that second, probably no one would have 

thought that this girl was unable to take the next step, right? 

Otherwise, those guys wouldn’t have run off like that? 

“Hu… …”Dutton deeply exhaled a breath, a Will Li Jiayi picked up, quickly toward the direction of the 

previous traces and ran. 

Teacher is right, some people are strong, really engraved in the bone… 

I can not lose face again, the little junior sister is so powerful, I this senior brother, at least have some 

use is not it? 

“Feng! 

After an unknown amount of time, the group of undead that was fleeing in panic finally stopped. They 

looked at each other with extremely stiff expressions. 



Almost at the instant they stopped, they knew without even turning their heads that they had been 

scared… 

It was a very simple reason. If that girl really had the strength to chase after them, with her explosive 

strength from before, it would be impossible for her to be safe until now… … 

“We’ve been deceived…” 

The one who spoke was also a female undead. Her voice was cold and soft, causing everyone to remain 

silent on the spot. 

Deceived? 

Was this being deceived? 

Everyone knew what was going on. How was it being deceived? They were clearly frightened… . 

His Highness the ninth King’s Trump card team was frightened into fleeing by a windwalker who was 

seriously injured and had so much effort to even stand 

up… . . . 

If this news were to spread, the other team’s undead would laugh their heads off! 

“That person… Must Die! “Feng narrowed his eyes. “If she dies, she will be our nine Kings ‘strongest Ace! 

” 

South city gate… 

Compared to the other three city districts that had been at war since the beginning, the south city gate 

was extremely harmonious. The feud between the Royal Night Hades tribe and the space elves could be 

traced back to the ancient Elf era. 

When it came to the era of the God Federation, the space elves had been continuously suppressing the 

night terrors, forcing them to submit to Queen Sylvanas of the Northern Star Field. 

Because of this ancient feud, the two universities had always been at odds with each other. However, 

for some reason, the two universities had become extremely harmonious here. 

“The southwest direction belongs to us, and the northwest direction belongs to you. Each of you will 

enter the center of the city through different routes. 

What do you think?” 

The one who spoke was the leader of the Star Elves, the Ace of the Priestly Academy: Arthas. Whisper! 

“That’s the best, leader Arthas…”on the other side, the one who answered was a purplish-black female 

night demon. Her facial features were incomparably beautiful, and she had an evil and beautiful feeling 

that was completely different from that of the star elves… … 

It was the ACE captain of the night Nether Academy: Helan Purple Star! 



If Helan Nana was said to be the most outstanding magical Beast Master in the history of the Helan 

family, then Helan Purple Star was the most outstanding black priest in the history of the family! 

It was said that it was the only special body that could summon the ancient nightmare! 

The ancient nightmare was one of the eight great dark totems of the ancient black priest, and it also 

became the most ancient ancient demon. In the records of the ancient race, it was something that the 

imposter demons of the Abyss could not compare to. 

With such talent, the Helan Purple Star had become the team leader in the first year of entering the 

academy this year. It was said that even the crown prince had to be polite when meeting this person. 

Faced with such a mysterious guy, Arthas cautiously chose to avoid him first. His attitude was 

completely different from the arrogant star elves in the past… 

Faced with Arthas’caution, the Purple Star seemed to be willing to accept it. It easily accepted the other 

party’s suggestion, making the two sides look extremely harmonious. Until both sides left the scene, 

there was not the slightest bit of conflict. 

If there were outsiders present, it would be extremely inconceivable….. 

Just like that, when the star Elf team walked for nearly a star in the southwest direction according to the 

agreement, someone in the team finally could not help but ask a question. It was a beautiful elf with 

silver hair and star eyes. One look and one could tell that she was of the genuine star Elf bloodline, she 

was wearing the same priestly uniform as captain Arthas. 

Those who were familiar with this person knew that she was the team’s second assistant, the team’s 

healer and spiritual priest: Emin… .. 

“Captain, are we really going to let those guys go just like that? Their former captain has already 

graduated. With such a young girl as the captain, what’s there to be afraid of?” 

“That woman isn’t simple… “before Arles could reply, a white-haired star knight beside him said. 

It was the ace of the star team: Tura The Guardian! 

“Oh, our ace is afraid? “Emin pursed her lips. “A newbie, look at how scared you are. After losing to 

demon star, do you have a newbie phobia now?” 

The faces of the surrounding people immediately twitched. Only this guy dared to use this matter to 

mock Tura from time to time… 

As expected, Tura didn’t get angry at the blonde girl’s merciless taunts, instead, he sighed. “Emin, how 

many times have I told you not to underestimate anyone? Rookies are also very powerful… “as he 

spoke, he looked at a rookie in the team. “Don’t you agree, junior sister?” 

The person being questioned was Helan Nana, who had been following at the back of the team. When 

she saw the other party looking over… Helan Nana revealed a brilliant smile. “Senior brother is right… 

But… why does senior brother call me junior sister? There is clearly someone younger than me in the 

team… “as she spoke, she looked at the listless steamed bun on the side. … 



“Oh?” Seeing the other party looking over, Bai Cai, whose face was wrinkled into a ball, foolishly looked 

at the other party. After being stunned for a full two seconds, he said stiffly, “When do we eat?” 

Everyone. ” … ” 

Tura’s face twitched and he directly ignored the silly look on Bai Caps face. He looked at Helan Nana and 

said with a smile, “Our team ranks according to the order in which we enter. You’re the latest to arrive, 

so naturally, it’s little junior sister… ” 

“Is that so… “Helan nana pouted her mouth when she heard this and looked at that silly little bai cai with 

some dissatisfaction. Just because of this reason, she had to call this lazy senior sister? 

“Junior Sister?”Tura looked at the other party with a bright gaze. “It seems that Aimin is looking down 

on the new captain of the Night Shade Academy. This is a big taboo, so… Can you tell me a bit ? How 

Strong is that guy ? You should know ? I remember … . . She is your sister, right?” 

This sensitive topic instantly made Helan Nana once again become the focus of the team… …. 

Chapter 1757: Why did this guy come in? 

 

Facing such a sensitive topic, Helana didn’t seem to be embarrassed at all. She rubbed her chin and 

seemed to be seriously thinking about this question. After a few seconds, she shook her head helplessly, 

“I’m not very clear…” 

Everyone immediately sneered… 

“Not clear? You guys are biological sisters! ! “In the team, Ai Min, who had just teased Tura, directly 

sneered. 

“They’re not biological sisters… “Helan nana chuckled and said, “Her parents had an accident, and our 

family adopted her. In addition, she performed very well, so our family only gave her a direct line of 

descent…” 

Parents had an accident? 

 

The sneer on everyone’s faces deepened… 

This news was included in the intelligence report. Helan Ziyue (changed her name… Purple Star doesn’t 

sound good…) was originally just a descendant of the Helan family’s collateral line, this branch had a 

small population. After the parents ‘mission fell unexpectedly, the main family adopted this child. This 

kind of situation was actually very common in large families. If a majority of such children had good 

aptitude.., they would be adopted by the main family and given to the direct line children to be nurtured 

as their arms. 

But… ! . . people like Zi Yue, who turned the tables and became the next direct line successor of the He 

Lan family, were as rare as Phoenix feathers and qilin horns! 



After all, even if they had that talent, many elders of the family would still be considered close and 

distant. If the children of the family in this world were fair in terms of talent, there wouldn’t be so many 

indignant illegitimate children… … 

In fact, many people knew that when he Lan Ziyue was born, a strange phenomenon was born. It was 

said that when she was still an infant, she could cause the surrounding servants to have nightmares and 

be tortured to death. This was a talent recorded by the four great lords of the Ancient Night Devil. 

Such a talent appeared in a remote branch of a collateral family, and it was a couple with a small 

population. How could this pair of parents not be surprised? 

Seeing that everyone was sneering, Helan Nana did not mind, she stretched her back and said, 

“Although the Helan family is a big family, in fact, they mainly manage two major factions. The Magic 

Beast Master is mainly from the ERUO faction and the black priest is mainly from the Star Moon faction. 

If the family wants to maintain the purity of blood, they must combine with the family. Every time, the 

family head candidate will choose the most outstanding one from the Black Priest faction. And every 

time, the wife of the family head will choose the most outstanding woman from the Magic Beast Master 

faction. I have shown my talent as a magic beast master since I was young. Although I was born in the 

family of the patriarch, according to the family rules, I have to be raised by the ERUO faction…”. 

As she spoke, Helana looked at the sky, her smile was somewhat inexplicable. “I’ve only seen my parents 

a few times since I was young, not to mention this sister in name. Everyone in the tribe says that she’s 

very powerful, but I really don ‘t know how powerful she is… ” 

Everyone instantly fell silent… 

Little Night Demon’s smile was very bright, but her gaze as she looked at the sky appeared very lonely. 

Elves were very sensitive when it came to emotions, and everyone knew that such emotions could not 

be faked… 

“I’m sorry… “Tura smiled very sincerely and apologetically. “I asked a silly question… ” 

Aier, who was the most picky, only bit his lips. It was rare that he did not continue to be picky. 

Captain Aiz clapped his hands and smiled. “It’s okay. You Don’t have to worry about Nana. Since we 

chose you to join our team, we believe in You… ” 

“I know… “little night demon only smiled so brightly, but it made everyone inexplicably worried. 

However, there was one exception among everyone. She did not have any resonance with the emotions 

Helana displayed. She looked at everyone in a daze. If one took a closer look, they would find that her 

eyes were filled with a drowsy expression. 

Ah… :. How much longer are you guys going to talk? When are you guys going to eat? We’ve already 

been walking for five to six hours. Aren’t you guys going to eat first? Aren’t you guys going to eat first? 

If this continues, I’ll have to secretly eat the dry food in my bag. But how can I eat dry food. A lunch 

without hot food has no soul. Moreover, eating too much dry food will affect your growth… 

Most importantly, it wasn’t delicious… 



After Tura finished apologizing, he subconsciously glanced at everyone. Soon, he noticed the unhappy 

Little Bun’s face. He couldn’t help but ask, “Little cabbage? What are you thinking about? You look 

unhappy.” 

Cabbage looked up at the tall Tura in a daze and said numbly, “When do we eat? 

Tura: ” … ” 

Is that the only thing this guy can say? 

Tura was actually very curious about the newcomers who had joined this team together with Helan 

Nana. 

After all, the original plan had already set the quota for the starry sky academy’s team in advance. 

Crown Prince Tyrande would be the team leader, and two of his confidants would act as his assistants, 

the three most potential successors to the Crown Prince: His Royal Highness the First Prince, Her Royal 

Highness the Third Princess, and His Royal Highness the ninth Prince would be the remaining three main 

players, and two more confidants would be chosen as his assistants. 

Because the opponents for the next round of the Fellowship were all other members of the royal family, 

the main players would basically be the members of the royal family. In order to maximize their combat 

strength, they would have to be equipped with assistants who were quite talented, in the first year of 

the decade, once they were selected, they would be sent to the best ancient land in the decade, trying 

their best to grow and keep up with the footsteps of the members of the royal family. 

It was impossible to keep up completely, but at the very least, they had to keep up with the basic 

requirements. After ten years of training in the ancient land, most of the members of the royal family 

would be able to reach the threshold of dragon-level. The outstanding ones could even cross this 

threshold. 

Therefore, if assistants wanted to keep up, they had to reach level-13 at the very least within ten years 

before they could barely have the ability to assist! 

In this group of the older generation’s main players, other than the experienced leader, Arles, who 

would stay behind as a consultant, the rest of them would directly choose to leave the team and 

abdicate their positions… 

As for the assistants in the team, those who were qualified to stay behind had already defected to a 

certain Prince’s subordinates. They would position themselves in advance, and those who were not 

qualified would be like them, directly leaving the team and waiting for graduation… … 

Logically speaking, there wouldn’t be any new members joining the team at this time to get used to each 

other. Because to get used to each other, you had to get used to the prince that you had left to join. 

There was no point in getting used to the old team members like them. 

The sudden addition of Helana was an accident… . 

Among the assistants, Beastmasters were a very popular profession. This was because they could help 

the main force tame powerful war beasts, mounts, and all kinds of supporting magical beasts. Although 



the effect of getting used to each other wasn’t as great as beastmaster hunters.., however, for many of 

the main force members, having a qualified war beast, especially a type of creature armor, was not bad. 

Helana was able to tame the dark-type violent creatures in the demon abyss. Her beast taming ability 

was almost unquestionable. If she were to hand over many species that were difficult to tame to her, 

there was a high probability that she would be able to help the main force tame them. Such an 

existence.., even Tyrande wanted to rope her in. 

The reason why he had arranged for her to come was to test this fellow’s character, and also to test her 

ability. 

Therefore, many people could understand why Helana had been added in at the last minute, but as for 

the other one… 

Tura looked at the silly little aborigine with some puzzlement, his brows tightly furrowed… 

What was the purpose of such a guy pushing in? 

Chapter 1758:  

There was very little information about this elf called little cabbage, but the short-term information gave 

people the feeling that… … It wasn’t that simple… 

First of all… … She was the famous Dumas: Kyle… Muzir’s illegitimate daughter. It was said that she had 

entered the starry sky academy purely through connections. This had already happened at least ten 

times in the years when the stallion became the leader of the imperial court’s imperial guards… . 

Her nature was vile, and it even caused some teachers to protest. He still remembered that Kyle had 

been specially called over by the previous emperor to give him a scolding. After that, he had restrained 

himself a lot, but this time.., perhaps it was because the previous emperor had already passed away, but 

Kyle had drifted off again. He had once again used his connections to allow his illegitimate daughter to 

sneak into the highest academy of the Starry Sky Elves… … 

It was not nonsense to say that this little fellow had snuck in because of his connections, because the 

intelligence did not have the data of this little fellow’s official examination… 

A native Elf who had not passed the official examination could come directly to the star Elves Academy 

for an interview? Do you think he used a backdoor? 

 

But the strange thing was that after that, another strange thing happened. The illegitimate daughter of 

the Muzir family was passed on by the youngest elder of the moon god family, Ni Lan. The moon god 

passed on! 

This matter was even secretly gossiped about by many people for quite a while. After all, Kyle was 

promiscuous and Ni Lan was in her prime. Although they were a generation apart, it was not impossible 

for them to get together. 

If little cabbage was a pure-blooded space elf and not a native, many people would immediately suspect 

that the girl was the illegitimate daughter of Ni Lan and Kyle… … 



But everyone knew that two pure-blooded space elves would definitely not be born as a native… … 

Therefore, the girPs background was a mystery. Why would a native’s illegitimate daughter be adopted 

as a daughter by an elder of a great family with a bright future? 

One had to know that with Ni Lan’s identity and talent, if she wanted to marry out, she could basically 

choose any top family. If the negotiations were done properly, she could even allow many outstanding 

descendants of great families (non-direct descendants) to marry in, then, the child she gave birth to 

would inherit the resources that she had fought for. 

But she chose to inherit a child? 

Other than some unknown hidden factors, the most likely possibility was that this child’s talent was 

extremely high and had the value of allowing her to inherit, and could even fight for benefits for her! 

But… 

Tura looked at that dumbstruck bun-like face in puzzlement. No matter how he looked at it, this silly 

fellow… … He didn’t seem like a person with such strength… . 

“Well… it’s indeed time to rest…” 

Just as Toula frowned, Arthas, who had been smiling while looking at everything around him, said, “Eat 

something and adjust your state… ” 

The originally numb bun-like face’s eyes suddenly lit up. He looked at Arthas happily and said with a very 

flattering smile, “Captain is right!” 

Everyone.” … ” 

Wasn’t this obviously flattering smile a little too different from the numb look just now. It was exactly 

like the personality of a mother with milk… . 

The group soon had a division of labor. 

The scouts were responsible for setting up security devices around the realm, the arcanists in the team 

were responsible for setting up enchantments, and the assistant priests were taking out all kinds of 

meat and vegetables from the space bag. 

The huge meat pieces made little cabbage swallow her saliva. She had seen it before coming here. The 

hot food prepared by the team was blue-drizzled fish from the lake of water lord of Tedar Hill. The meat 

was very delicious, and she had been thinking about it for a long time, she was just dissatisfied with why 

this thing was not given one ton per person, but concentrated on one person. 

There was also a saying that food and medical supplies were concentrated. In a high-energy realm like 

the ancient lands, space magic was the most difficult to use, because the energy units calculated by the 

federation could not be used here at all. 

As a result, the quality of the spatial bags carried by everyone was extremely high. However, due to the 

low level of the students and the limited capacity of their spiritual power, this kind of high quality space 

had to be used well. 



Large-scale devices were concentrated on the equipment hand. Because the equipment hand did not 

usually participate in combat, they could use a large amount of spiritual power on the spatial bags. 

The main force’s space bags were very small and were only used to carry necessary weapons. This was 

because the main force had to ensure that most of their energy was used in combat 

As for their ingredients and medicine, they were all concentrated on the team’s healers… 

Little cabbage was very dissatisfied with this system. Actually, it was not that she was dissatisfied with 

the system, but rather, she was dissatisfied with why the ingredients were not placed with her? 

She was clearly classified as an assistant, alright. Although she was a substitute… … 

But she was so upright, so she was the most suitable to take care of those important supplies. What if 

she were to leave them with someone else and they were stolen? 

Looking at the plump and fresh fish meat, little cabbage slightly narrowed her eyes. Why did she feel 

like… … The fish meat was a little less? ! The portion was obviously less, and it was different from the 

classification she had seen before! 

This guy must have eaten it secretly, damn it! ! 

The medical priest who was preparing to cut the ingredients was suddenly stunned, and he felt an 

inexplicable chill. He subconsciously looked over and saw the angry eyes of little cabbage opposite him… 

… 

This guy… ? … was he crazy? When did I offend her? 

“Okay… “beside the medical priest, Arthas also saw this scene and looked at her with a funny 

expression. “She didn’t eat it secretly…” 

The medical priest: 

Bai Cai, on the other hand, frowned and looked at him with an expression that said, c are you all officials 

protecting each other? 

Arthas pointed at the fish in amusement and said, “This kind of blue-coated fish has very thick fish fat, 

and its body activity is very high, so after freezing it, it will shrink by about one-tenth of its size. It was 

not stolen… ” 

Only then did everyone, including the medical priest, react. After a long while, this little bun-like face 

suddenly had such a fierce expression. So he suspected that the priest had stolen the fish? 

Immediately, the group of people rolled their eyes. Where did this weirdo come from? How could such a 

person be chosen to join the team? 

Even Tura had a speechless expression as he covered his head. He felt that it was a mistake to secretly 

observe this guy. It was too stupid… ” Why did he think that such a silly guy might be a hidden dark 

horse? 

On the other hand, when he saw little cabbage’s expression of ‘ I barely believe you” , he was 

delighted… ” …”. 



The closer he observed this little guy, the more interesting he felt. Compared to those juniors in his 

family who were extremely thoughtful at such a young age, this was the first time that he paid attention 

to such a childish guy… … 

After all… … Childish… … In a large family, there was basically no such thing… 

But why did his grandfather remind him to monitor such a childish little fellow? 

Just as he was thinking, the little bun-faced person suddenly raised her head and looked into the 

distance. The usually listless bun-faced person suddenly revealed a serious expression, causing everyone 

to look at her in shock. 

“What’s Wrong?”Arthas was the first to ask. 

“There… There’s someone… “little cabbage pointed at Arthas’back hair, towards the southeast. 

As soon as she said this, the eyes of the main players in the team lit up. Tura also looked at little cabbage 

curiously. “Not bad, little one. I thought you only knew how to eat foolishly and sleep foolishly. How 

could you notice that there’s someone there?” 

Actually, the high-level main force members had already discovered it long ago. They even knew the 

other party’s identity. 

It was the Scout of the night Nether Academy: Bi Dong! 

They had already expected that the night Nether Academy would send people to follow them. After all, 

their own group had also done the same thing. They said that they were getting along peacefully, but if 

the other party had found the divine fire fragment, they would still tear it to shreds… . 

Faced with Tura’s teasing praise, little cabbage’s expression remained solemn. After pausing for two 

seconds, he said faintly, “The person I’m talking about isn’t the one who has been following us all along. 

The one who has been following us all along… is already dead… ” 

As soon as he finished speaking, everyone instantly froze on the spot! 

Chapter 1759: the second person… 

 

Little cabbage had always been a heartless person. Many things were difficult to attract her attention. 

For example, when she was faced with Helana’s story, she wasn’t interested at all… … 

Who in this world didn’t have a story? Could it be that what you had was a story, and what I had was a 

joke? 

In her opinion, eating well, sleeping well, the world was vast! 

But even though she was heartless, there were still some things that needed to be taken seriously, such 

as something as important as a dead person… 

“How could this be?” 

 



The moment they saw the corpse, everyone in Starry Sky Academy revealed an expression of disbelief! 

Little cabbage had just said that there were dead people here, and everyone, including Arthas, felt that 

it was funny. This was a trial under the care of a top-notch senior, how could they allow a student to die 

here? 

For this kind of invitation trial, if any high school student had an accident, the organizer would have to 

bear a huge responsibility. No student would dare to make a move on such an occasion, because once 

something happened.., the higher-ups of the Bronze Academy would personally take down and give an 

explanation. Even a school that protected its own people like the Divine Arcana 

Academy would not be able to stop it! 

However, the situation before their eyes had indeed broken their understanding… … 

That slender figure, the exquisite black school uniform, and that handsome and devilish face all proved 

the identity of the place. It was the number one assassin of the Night Shade Academy: Bi Dong. Remnant 

color! 

“One strike to kill…” 

Tura squatted down and took a careful look at the other party’s wound. It was a needle hole that was 

even smaller than a pore. Ordinary people would not even be able to detect it with the naked eye. If it 

was not for that little bit of sticky blood, they would not have been able to find it in such a short period 

of time. 

“It should be a weapon like an ice spike that instantly froze the heart and lungs, shattering the heart 

meridian… “Tura touched the other party’s chest and continued, “A very professional assassin’s 

technique. It’s not strange… 

But… ” 

Everyone’s expression turned cold when they heard that. They all understood what the other party was 

trying to say. 

The technique was not strange, but what was strange was the person who was struck! 

Bi Dong was one of the publicly acknowledged strongest assassins in the past few years of the 

fellowship. The other party dared to follow the entire starry sky academy team alone because he was 

very capable. For such a person to be killed in one blow by an assassin’s technique… Just thinking about 

it made one’s hair stand on end… . 

On the other hand, Arthas looked at his surroundings. To the Southwest was a knitted bionic iron forest. 

The terrain was complex, and it was extremely well hidden. Bi Dong clearly knew that he had been 

discovered, thus, the terrain he chose was extremely advantageous to the scouts, making it easy for 

them to retreat. 

Even if he and Tura joined forces, they weren’t confident that they would be able to keep the other 

party in such a complex terrain, not to mention killing the other party so cleanly. The level of the 

assassin who made a move was rather exaggerated… 



Who could it be? 

No… ! … and that wasn’t the most important thing. The most important thing was that even though the 

person was dead, the teacher in charge of monitoring didn’t have any reaction at all! ! ! 

The atmosphere of the entire team suddenly became extremely tense. Everyone here was a smart 

person. If UIs could think of something, no one wouldn’t have thought of it. After they reacted, they all 

had nervous expressions that were filled with fear… … 

However, it had to be said that the Starry Sky Academy was an elite team. When faced with such a 

sudden incident, they did not show any signs of confusion. Everyone reacted immediately. 

The scouts in the team quickly moved to a position with a very good view, keeping an eye on their 

surroundings. The arcanists set up a sensing barrier, and the equipment owners immediately started to 

activate certain specific devices. 

“Arthas…”Tura slowly stood up, his expression grave. “What should we do 

“I’m afraid something big has happened…” arthas rubbed his fingers, his eyes narrowed into a line. “The 

seniors in charge of the control of the field in the bronze academy haven’t made any movements. It’s 

unrealistic to expect the seniors to solve the problem in such a short time. We have to leave this place 

as soon as possible!” 

“Back to the gate? “Said Tula hastily. 

“No… <per_0> . “Arthas shook his head. “The four high priests are all at the city gate, and they are using 

the device at the city gate to monitor the entire scene. Now that something has happened here and 

they are not here, there is a high chance that something has happened to the senior priest at the gate as 

well. If they continue to gather there in such a situation, they are courting death!” 

“Well… ” 

“Go to the center of the city! “Arles took a breath and said, “Find the fire shard as soon as possible! ” 

“Still want to look for the divine fire at this time?”Tula frowned, a look that you are crazy. 

“Only the shard of divine fire can save us!” Said Aars in a low voice. 

was stunned, was about to ask again, but has looked at the side of the little cabbage: “Girl, how did you 

find out that this guy was in trouble?” 

“I saw it just like that…”. “…”. ” …”cabbage looked up and said, “Two guys have been following us. I had 

been paying attention to them, but my attention was attracted by the fish meat. When I looked up 

again, I found that this guy was dead, and the person behind him was no longer there…”. “. ” 

“Two people?” 

Tura and the other main players looked at little cabbage abruptly, ignoring the fact that the other party 

was attracted by the fish meat. They asked in surprise, 

“When did it become two people?” 



“It was always two people… “little cabbage looked at them in confusion. “Didn’t you see it?” 

Tura and the others were stunned. It was always two people? Why didn’t they see it? 

“Was it always there? The second person? “Arthas narrowed his eyes and asked, “Which position?” 

“Always there… “little cabbage looked baffled. “It was about three meters behind this guy. It was always 

together!” 

“Hiss… ” 

After receiving this reply, the hairs on Tura and the other main force members stood on end, and they 

sucked in a breath of cold air. 

Was this for real? 

There were two of them from the start? Why didn’t they notice it? Forget it. Bi Dong was a top-notch 

assassin. How could he not notice that someone had been following him for such a long time when he 

was three meters away from him? 

“Could it be that they’re together? “The assassin in the team, Hales, could not help but say, “Perhaps 

they’re from the Night Shade Academy?” 

As a scout in the team from the Starry Sky Academy, he had fought with Bi Dong several times. He knew 

very well what kind of level an assassin was capable of being able to get three meters away from Bi 

Dong without him realizing it. No one in their entire team could defend against such an assassin… 

“It shouldn’t be… “Hales shook his head and directly denied this more optimistic guess. He said faintly, 

“The nature of an assassin is that it’s impossible for people to follow behind him. No matter how familiar 

they are with him, it’s impossible…” 

Hearing this, Hales was stunned for a moment, then he could only smile bitterly and nod his head. This 

was indeed the truth. Many people felt that assassins were solitary. Every time they stood in a corner, 

they would be at the edge of the crowd. Little did they know that this was not because they were 

solitary. It’s a work habit… 

Arthas is right, even if it is the same Academy teammates, as an assassin, Bidong will not let people 

follow in such a sensitive position. 

“Cabbage… “Arthas looked at little cabbage and said, “What are you looking 

Everyone looked over when they heard that and found that the little girl’s gaze was erratic, as if her 

attention was not there. 

“I’m looking at that person… “little cabbage frowned and said, “He’s always around…” 

Everyone:” ! ! 

“Interesting…” 

A few hundred meters away, a black shadow was strangely shuttling through the forest, just like a ghost 

covered in shadows! 



Under the shadows, a pair of green eyes were staring intently at the native Elf in the starry sky academy 

team, and the other party was also staring at it, as if no matter how much he tried to move, he could not 

shake off the other party’s gaze… 

“He can really see me, this little fellow….” 

Chapter 1760: Nightmare (I) ! 

 

If it was the first time Bai Cai said something so inexplicable, it was like a cold joke, but now it was like 

the coldest cold air, making everyone’s heart go cold! 

“Bai Cai…”arthas quickly asked, “What’s the approximate location of the other party? 

Bai Cai pointed to a corner in the southeast direction. Arthas quickly looked at the scout in the team. 

The Scout directly looked in the direction Bai Cai pointed to, and an eagle’s cry soared into the sky, the 

Scout’s originally gorgeous starry eyes suddenly turned golden, and his pupils suddenly enlarged. Upon 

closer inspection, one would discover that he was just like a magic eagle, incomparably sharp! 

At the same time, almost all of his teammates immediately got the same angle of view and looked over! 

The Scout in the starry team was called Asadi, and was a direct descendant of the famous Druid family, 

the Bourne family. Yes, there was no mistake. The Scout in the starry team was a druid. 

 

Those who knew the starry sky team knew that this team’s requirements for scouts had always been 

functional. Compared to the traditional Ranger Scouts and Assassin Scouts, Druid Scouts were the most 

functional of all scouts! 

Different spirit body gene transformations allowed Druids to possess many innate abilities. Most 

importantly, Druid’s unique spirit summoning skill could be shared with teammates under certain 

circumstances, regardless of whether they were in the army or a small team, druids were one of the 

most popular function-based characters. Their status was often comparable to that of a Master of the 

mind! 

Everyone, including cabbage, instantly felt that their field of vision had become extremely wide after 

being shared. At a glance, they felt as if they were looking down at the earth from the perspective of the 

nine heavens goshawk, moreover, they could clearly see the dew on almost every metal tree needle on 

the ground. 

was the first time Bai Cai shared this skill, and he was immediately curious. He curiously used this view 

to take a good look. 

This skill can be used. After using it, I can monitor it at all times. Is there anyone who secretly ate it 

behind my back… 

“Bai Cai?”Just as Bai Cai was feeling the new skill, the other members of the team looked puzzled. “The 

person you mentioned… where is he?” 



Choy was stunned. He looked at the crowd in a daze. “Didn’t you guys see him?” 

Are these people blind? You guys actually couldn’t see such an exaggerated field of vision? You guys 

clearly saw all the hair on his body, alright? 

However, everyone looked over in puzzlement. It was very obvious… … Everyone:. … They didn’t see 

him! 

“Hey… I say, you little guy… “in the team, a tall knight frowned and looked over. “Are you talking 

nonsense?” 

Everyone frowned as well. The reason why they immediately trusted this newbie was due to his 

stunning performance just now. After all, no one had noticed that something had happened to the elite 

assassin of the Night Shade Academy, yet she had discovered it.., otherwise, who would believe this 

fellow who only cared about eating? 

“I’m not… “Bai Cai pouted with a displeased expression on her face, and her steamed bun face 

scrunched up into a ball! 

At the sight of Bai Cai’s face, the frustrated knight immediately suppressed the urge to blame him. For 

some unknown reason, he just couldn’t get angry at Bai Cai… . 

Actually, if the entire team thought about it carefully, they would find that not only this knight, but the 

entire team was surprisingly tolerant of Bai Cai! 

That day in the hall of the bronze academy, everyone should have gathered together. However, the little 

fellow fell asleep the moment she arrived there. Even when they gathered to discuss strategies at night, 

she was also eating supper. If it was before, she would have been kicked out of the team by the team 

leader! 

However, not only did the team leader treat her with exceptional patience, the others also 

subconsciously had no objections… … 

The team of Star Elves had never been so harmonious in the past. With their prideful personalities, they 

would often have conflicts with each other. This was especially so for non-star elves from other races. 

Although it wasn’t as exaggerated as that of the Divine Arcanum Academy.., but it was definitely not 

friendly, and the anti-foreign atmosphere was still very heavy. 

It was definitely the first time for them to be so tolerant of a native like this… … 

Facing the seemingly angry little cabbage, the Knight was stunned for a moment, and he subconsciously 

said in a daze, “Then why can’t we see it?” “How would I know?”Little cabbage said righteously. 

Immediately, everyone choked again. They all had the urge to pinch her bun-shaped face… 

However, only Helan Nana’s eyes became a little solemn after seeing this situation. An idea slowly rose 

in her mind, but in the end, she still felt that this idea was too ridiculous and didn’t say anything… … 

Just as everyone was still struggling with little cabbage’s words, a strange scene happened… 

The bright light in the sky suddenly began to dim! 



Then, the light became weaker and weaker, as if it was dusk and the night was about to fall! 

Everyone was stunned and subconsciously looked at the sky with a strange expression! 

Because everyone knew that the light and heat source in the underground city relied on the unique 

lighting system of the underground city, not the real sun, so where did the dusk come from? 

However, as the light became weaker and weaker, in just a few breaths, night fell. The originally bright 

light was shrouded in the twilight! 

“This… “in the team, everyone became alert at the first moment. They tensed up their muscles, while 

the spiritual professionals tensed up their mental strength. 

“Captain…” emin gulped and said, “Is this… is the lighting system broken?” “I’m afraid not… “Arthas 

shook his head solemnly. 

The underground city’s lighting system was rebuilt by the engineers of the Bronze Academy. According 

to the intelligence, it was a new system that was basically maintained on a regular basis. This kind of 

project would not have many accidents. After all, the mechanical engineering of the bronze race.., was 

one of the best in the entire universe! 

And the key was that this did not seem to be a failure of the lighting system, because if it was really a 

failure, there should be no light at all. But this clearly looked like the night had fallen, and there was 

light… 

Just like the normal nighttime light on other planets… … 

This thing was very strange. How could a place that relied on the lighting system to maintain the light 

source have something like night? 

This situation wasn’t right… 

Everyone also felt that something wasn’t right. They looked around nervously. They didn’t know if it was 

because they were too nervous, but they kept feeling that after night had fallen, there was something in 

the hemlock forest that looked down on them looking at them. 

“It’s faster… “suddenly, the frowning Bai Cai became serious. 

“Huh?”The people around were stunned. “What’s faster?” 

“That thing… “Bai Cai’s eyes kept changing directions as he looked outside. His eyes narrowed into a 

line. “It’s a bit troublesome. It’s almost as fast as dog egg! 

Everyone. ” … ” 

What Was Dog Egg? 

Just as everyone was still puzzled, they saw little cabbage suddenly take out a saber that was as tall as a 

person! ! 



“F * ck…”this scene made everyone feel inexplicably awkward. They stared blankly at the other party. 

You’re a flower spirit. Even if you nervously take out some melee weapons, don’t be so exaggerated, 

okay? 

In the team, Helan Nana, who understood cabbages, didn’t pay attention to cabbages’broadsword. 

Instead, she looked at the night sky with an enlightened expression… … 

She muttered, “Nightmare…. how is that possible?” 

 


